Introduction to Axion
s Axions could be emitted via magnetic transition. s Inspired by F. T. Avignone III et al., PRD37, 618 (1988) .
⇒ Radioactive

65
Zn source & HPGe detector. s Reactor is the most powerful radioactive source we can control! x Slow neuton capture: n + (Z, A) → (Z, A + 1) + γ (or axion).
x Nuclear de-excitation: (Z, A) * → (Z, A) + γ (or axion). x Slow neuton capture: n + (Z, A) → (Z, A + 1) + γ (or axion). The axion-to-photon branching ratio for M1 transition is:
δ: E2/M1 mixing ratio ≈ 0. µ 0 (µ 1 ): Isoscalar (isovector) magnetic moment = 0.88 (4.71). η, β: Matrix elements from nuclear physics. 
How to circumvent the complications?
s It happens that np→dγ is an isovetor M1 transition:
s In analysis, g aN N can be parametrized as a function of m a with axion models.
Reactor Building The event rate in unit of day −1 kg −1 is
P decay : Survival probability without decay. P matter : Survival probability without interaction. N : # of Ge atoms in kilogram target. : Efficiency of full-energy deposition at detector.
Invoking the widely-used DFSZ model (g aN N ∝ m a ) to reduce free parameter: s There are 9 reactor axion papers among literature, and the latest one was in 1995. They all focused on standard (PQWW) axion. s We have new and more stringent results for general axions.
PQWW, DFSZ and KSVZ models are excluded for m a ≈ 10 4 eV -10 6 eV. s This approach defines exclusion boundary for m a ≈ 10 3 -10 6 eV among direct experiments. s The model-independent (not invoking the DFSZ g aN N − m a relation) upper bounds: .
